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DECIMALS TAKE A NEW AND DOMINA

ROLE IN TIE CURRICULUM
by John J. Edgell ,

ccPmori complaints amr ng my colleagues are that administrative

admittance standards are lower, seemingly bright and academi-

prepared students are rare, students seem to have lost the art

of study and most of them seem to have difficulties with mathematics,

particularly with fractional forms. Contrary to repdrts of the,

registrar, ore suspects that the student populat an is from this

(Diagram 1- ormal- curve) sector of the graduating seniors oaf the

publid schools.

start Etudents in courses which we feel are appro-

priate for college-university credit and geared to complement deg-

programs both =in scope and sequence, we find that we have high

terition- rates, lots of complaints from every corner and low

tudent evaluation ratings! Further, we suspect that such ures

eventually lead to erosion Jf quality of standards.

Now, it may occur to you that I might be associa th,

unusual circumstances. I suspect not nce T have just

notes''with seine of you arad f've read the "Kessage Prom The

where he refers to the fact that many of the Students t nd,t

"matheratically reluctant.'' Perhaps meeting like these only

Philip M. 4heifetz. . '"AlMessageyrom The president. "

dice .114400,ConventiOn ChairMan. "Mficial -Progr

Annual Meeting, AmeriCanMathematioal Association of

Two Year= CollegeS." HOuston,'Texas, 1978.
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hoalbridge the gap between pu

rid ;Aare we would like to start. Canmquent y, me

searching for a miracle course ar laboratory situa

service our scudebts.

aps we

been. e nay

primary school colleagueS

efle t u our t dents h

is pitfel s and also learn from oor

upon enterl tag school

di str sited many char?cter st cs in

lent d. This may be the first and largest

start students In a system eh automatically assumes lack of

mathema

roe. That

many

ly tal

abilities and furnishes us ruses for not ing successful.

Perhaps we ought to start there now with a basic assumption

that even student can "do it," a suooe s oriented program as



describcd by z1

We aren't successful.

m- and -top furnishing ours Ives with excuses when

The next preble find a way. Common

ractiee in the past was some sort of linear regimented sequence

topics with at least one way (sometimes at most one war) (Diagram

to teach. Students either suvAived the system, sifted oft as

'lbres, or were socially passed on without really experexperiencing

ces on the basic principles and subsequent ideas. Essentially

we ended up exa tly as we predicted, a normal distribution where

only a f are rally academically. prepared. (Diagram 8)

chaps wt ought not keep everyone to _her on the same

topic, arrt pace, same model, sane teaching strategy, etc. Per-

haps 'e caught to search for alternate
routes to the same eventual

in teaching, put the blame
goals and when we are net successful

where bong (Diag 9)

71e- Iva y alternatives on the horizon today. -Alternate

Money, chip trading games, etc. changeS in measuring

Lich as Jmettqc measuring,
.inno_ative tools such as the hand held

Models, etch as

a:lators and some redesigning of the curriculum such as pre-

atiny fr et ona1 forms on decimals rather than. the reversal

among these alternatives.- Some of these changes are geared to

helping, sitrdent5 understand ra':ional number's (and fractional forms)

)11rt.he

particaa-
C
in the rational number area. -(Diagram 10) What. I

am AuggaSting ate
diagnostic efforts on our part to determine

we may be guilty of teaching modes ra her than ideas,

.

Penjemln ...
"An introduction to Mastery Learning

Theory,'' 3. H. Block, editor. "Schools, Society, and

Mastery -Learning." New York: dolt. Rinehart and 1inston,

inc.,\1 74.
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the appropri to entree level of e ch student so as to allow

each student to begin with ror fidenc. Further, to assume that

each student is capable of being successful in mastering the ne-

essary basic skills. Then, to find a way of allowing the indi-

vidual to acT-1i.eve and accomplish those 'skills. Remember, failure

only indicates that we haven't discovered the way, yet. (Diagram 11)

Pox instance, back to fractional forms (ordered pairs and indicated

divisions) which most of us feel transfers to learning elementary

algebra. We have many models, modes and tools available today that

were not apart of our background when we were enroute. We need

to manipulate these 4nd create others in our efforts to find a way.

Suppose we assume counting numbers as represented by base

ten positional numeration is mastered to an acceptable level of

excellence. Rnowing about the nurherals and the standard operations,

would lead us to believe that not only has the student learned about

units, tens, iundreds, etc., particularly ten units As a ten, ten

tens is a h

reverse t

Piaget ghat is, the student knows that _ thousand is ten

hundreds, a Hundred is ten tens, etc. A student with this pattern

may 8e equ iped to eveitt.ually take on decimals. The base ten count-

mg nomerals in turn serve as a model to build.upon. (Diagram 12)

Money seems to be a viable part of most everyone's environment.

d,.tei hundreds is a thousand, but the student can

upi 5, which is qu an accomplishment according to

Students have grog up using,money, Perhaps money may be a useful

chard Copeland, "pow ChildrenlLearn Mathema cs-

reaching Implications of Piaget's Research." New York:

Macmillan Publishing Co.,.Inc., 1974. Chapter 6.
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mode Iet's see, we have pennies, ten pennies is a dime, ten dimes

is a dollar, ten dollars is.a sawbuck, ten sawbucks is a C-note, etc.

Again, reversing is probably easy. That is, a t-note is ten saw-

bucks, a sawbuck is ten dollars, a dollar is ten dimes,,and a dime

is ten pennies. (Diagram 13) in fact, one rrray even recognize a

dollar as one hundred pennies or a C-note as a hundred dollars or

a thousand dimes, etc. Which may or may not be of some use to us

later. Now,. dollars as a model is really a rather specific model

chip trading. Such as, a red chip may replace ten white chips,

blue chip may replace ten Ted chips, etc. Aga we can note the

reverse. (Diagram 14) Similarly, the metric system, say the

linear part, may furnish us with a similar model. That is, as

suggested by some early childhood researchers, ten decimeters is a

meter, ten meters is a decameter, ten decameters is a hectometer,.

etc. (Diagram 15

n ider the hand held calculator! Ten punches on one

ten, ten punches on ten is a hundred, etc... The National Council

Teachers of Mathematics has investigated extensively the role

of the hand held calculator in the classroom and seems about ready

to take a positive stand.

ice that i have not mentioned or de_ nitrated some way

of denoting the base unit. We happen to denote the base unit, one,

by writing a dot-(calleda-decimal point) to the-right of the unit

position.. The dot or point does not change the relationshipsrelationships,of

a unit tc the left is ten of those to the right or the :revers



Unlike the Greeks, n't really mind what ?nay be chos as a

basic unit and then assign number values. Admittedly not
,

all', students

will learn from these "hands on" ,"real worlW related activities

and be able to capitalize on the power of patterns and transfer,
4.

but this is a way and there are'others.

what next? Applying properties very similar to those ex-

perienced when operating with counting numbers, using base ten

numerals, dollars, chips, measuring and verifications on the cal-

culator, one can master the basic skills using decima

Now, one may introduce fractions as ordered pairs (indicated

division) in terms of decimals, rather than the reverse. By the way,

Swafford,4 at the 56th Annual NCTM meeting in,San Diego this spring,

indicated the Swedish Curriculum is organized to have decimals

preceed fractions and that the Addison & Wesley text book series

has a similar development. I've noticed just recently that the

Harcourt, Brace and Javonovich texts Are developed similarly.

choose to emphasize the metric system as a model because of the

recent trend of implementing the metric system of easuring into

the curriculum.

Po

-Although I've mentioned the hand held- calculator as a

ble-(perhaps weak) model in a developmental sequence leading

to mastery of! decimals, let me emphasize a couple_ of other advantages

4 Tane O. Swafford, !'Decimals befor Fractions: Can, and

Should It Be Done?", Official Program, "56th Annual Meeting

National Councii.of Teachers of Mathematics," 1978



00- obvious feature is that the face lights up in the decina.l format.

Another feature is that one can perform the basic skills on the tool

almost instantly. This feature lends itself as a support. instrument

when we encounter elementary algebra. Students can gain confidence

quite ofteh by interpreting polynomials as decinomials, that is,

substitute ten for -x and check the form using decima5, arithMetic.

Moreover, with the calculator a student Can verify algebraic forms

in a matter of secnds (and, of course, no written evidence )4r-1,

Further, we generally ask students to complete the bico ditional

sequence by checking, Why not a caldulator check? Of course,

there are many moretplaces. for the hand held calculator in our

curricul

wrap up, let us admit that presently we are seeing.

failure, overwhelming failure in our mathematics courses. We

can either write off these .students and excuse ourselves or

we can responsibly attempt'to find alternate strategies and

reach success as professionsls.
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Diagram .6

a) True

b) False

c) N e these
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